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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SR Employee Teaches Classes for ANG Chiefs of Safety
MARCH AIR RESERVE BASE, California, Jan. 26, 2016 -- A Strategic Results employee is
teaching several classes to recently appointed Air National Guard (ANG) chiefs of safety
at a four-day training course here.
Dave Moore, a retired Air Force pilot who currently works for Strategic Results as an
ANG Flight Safety Assistance Advisor, is teaching courses on Air Force safety rules and
regulations, bird and wildlife hazards to aircraft, and the technology used to help pilots
predict and avoid bird activity as part of this week’s Air Reserve Component Chief of
Safety course (ARCCoS). The course features a variety of sessions, most taught by ANG
flight safety leadership.
The class on rules explores the regulations and instructions the chiefs need to be
familiar with to run their wing’s safety office, with a strong focus on mishap prevention
and mishap investigation. The other two courses Moore is teaching focus more
specifically on risk management strategies to prevent collisions between planes and
birds and other wildlife.
“They’re anxious to learn,” said Moore, who has been teaching ARCCoS courses for five
years. “We feel like it makes a really positive difference.”
ARCCoS is offered twice a year, but Moore and fellow Strategic Results employee Don
Phillips provide ongoing assistance and training for chiefs of safety, especially in
completing mishap investigations and reports. Proper investigations and reports
improve the ANG’s ability to learn from mishaps and mitigate future risk.
Moore served in the Air Force for 31 years and flew C-5 and C-130 aircraft. Before
joining Strategic Results last year, he had been a flight safety contractor for the Air Force
Reserve for nearly 11 years.
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